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About This Content

The GG1 electric locomotive is a true icon of North American railroading, and now you can drive this impressive loco in Train
Simulator!
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My headlight is a bit weird. I'm not sure if it's a malfunction or what. That's my only complaint. Buy it on sale it's so great. It's a
very fast locomotive, with a lot of accurate features like the horn.. A very nice loco. Impressive looks and power. It has one of
the best horns I've heard in the game. The scenarios are quite long (50-140 mins). Worth recommending.. My headlight is a bit
weird. I'm not sure if it's a malfunction or what. That's my only complaint. Buy it on sale it's so great. It's a very fast locomotive,
with a lot of accurate features like the horn.. This is a great engine, unfortunately the route that this goes with is no longer
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available. That said, if you were lucky enough to buy this prior to 2014 great, but this doesnt mean "dont buy it". This still feels
home to the upper portion of the NEC: NewYork - Newhaven and is nestalgic running over Hell's gate bridge. I have a sneaking
suspicion that the NEC will be re-released after getting tracks relaid as running this engine on that route made me sea-sick (Also
when driving the AEM-7). Also, I'm putting money on the NEC being retextured and bundled as a money-grab for TS2017/18.
In all, its a decent model. Have to understand this was released in 2011 so it was textured in an older version.. I initially bought
this on a whim. A scenario I wanted to play needed it & for the price I figured why not. Since then I have come to truly enjoy
this locomotive! Its beautiful to look at & enjoyable to operate. There are 2 minor things about it that I dont like. The external
sounds for one. Inside the cab sounds great but the exterior sounds are frankly underwhelming. The other is there is some small
amount of clipping at the edges of your view. This sort of understandable since it is such a small cab & if you zoom your view 2
spaces eliminates it. All in all a solid locomotive that would be a bargain at twice the price.. A very nice loco. Impressive looks
and power. It has one of the best horns I've heard in the game. The scenarios are quite long (50-140 mins). Worth
recommending.. The classic GG1 is well represented with this DLC, the engine looks great and the sounds are fantastic. It's well
worth the money.. Love at first sight. I saw one of these beauties at the IRM (Illinois Railway Museum, Union, IL) sitting there.
Sadly people added graffiti by using their hands on the dust. It was sad to see the messages on it.
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